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Adaptive Leadership 
Activity Worksheet 

 

ACTIVITY #1: Identify Change Initiative 

Identify a program or policy change in your current field placement. Describe the current 

reality and describe your aspiration. 

 

Describe the current reality Describe your aspiration 

 Agency therapists have been trained in 

assessing trauma history and 

symptoms using the CPSS and Trauma 

History Checklist.  

 The expectation is that all children who 

are screened during intake as being 

exposed to trauma, will be assessed 

within a month of beginning services.  

 Despite training and discussion, 

therapists are not completing the 

assessment. 

 All children served by the agency 

for whom screening indicates 

that they have been exposed to 

trauma will be assessed using 

the CPSS and Trauma History 

Checklist within 30 days of 

initiation of services.  

 Agency therapists will be 

confident in their assessment 

skills and use of the tools.  

 Children will benefit from the 

assessment and ultimately 

receive the services they need.  

 Assessment will not cause any 

adverse effects.  

 

Other notes you’d like to make about your change initiative: 

My role is that of a consultant to support the agency in becoming trauma informed. Even 

though we agreed on a plan six months earlier, no one has started using the tools even 

though training has been provided on several different occasions including a recent webinar 

that was recorded for those who couldn’t attend. Just the other day, the two most senior 

therapists voiced their lack of confidence in the process and their conviction that it would be 

detrimental to children. 

http://www.ncwwi.org/
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ACTIVITY #2: Identifying Technical & Adaptive Elements 

In reality, most problems are neither fully technical nor fully adaptive. Most problems are 

bundled with elements of each. A major part of leadership is teasing out what part of a 

problem is technical and what part is adaptive so you can respond appropriately. 

Technical Adaptive 

Clear definition Unclear definition 

Clear solution & implementation Unclear solution & implementation 

Perspectives aligned Legitimate, competing perspectives 

Leader has primary responsibility Stakeholders primarily responsible 

 

Which aspects of your change initiative are technical?  

 Training on administering the tools and being therapeutically responsive to client 

reactions when they use the tool. 

 

Which aspects of your change initiative are adaptive? 

 Buy–in was never established with all the stakeholders including with one of the most 

critical, the agency therapists who are responsible for implementation.  

– There was discussion in team meetings without any resolution or movement to 

actually get started. Senior therapists held on to their concerns while others felt the 

need to seek advice from consultants that they didn't have regular access to thus it 

remained an action item that was never addressed.  The inaction may have created 

some reinforcement that it just wasn't possible for some team members. 

– From the agency therapists perspective there were legitimate and competing 

perspectives.  Their observation and assessment of trauma triggers and associated 

client symptoms, along with client avoidance of dealing with trauma likely 

reinforced the idea that the clinical interviews (to complete the assessments) would 

be a trigger for clients. It seems that the fear of client abnormal reaction was a 

greater risk (or cost) than trying and using the techniques discussed in the training. 
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ACTIVITY #3: Diagnostic Framework 

You may or may not know the answers to the questions below at this time. Write down what you 

know now and you can always add to this section as you learn more.  

 Does the current challenge emerge from changing values or priorities within the agency or 

changing conditions externally? What is intended? 

– The agency leadership is highly motivated to participate.  

– It is staff buy-in that is stalling change implementation. 

– The project is based upon an external relationship with a university.   

– Historically the agency has had other projects that were only partially implemented 

and then abandoned for new ones.  

 What other agency commitments are there currently and how will they compete for staff 

time/resources? 

– Funders and grants have many assessment forms and requirements, so it seems 

overwhelming to add more.  Sometimes the only things that are actually implemented 

are those that are mandated by an external authority. 

– Agency therapists are under a lot of time pressure.  Outside of their weekly team 

meeting and individual supervision there isn't a lot of time to plan and reflect upon 

their work. 

 What are the structures put in place to capture learning (what is working & not working)? 

The structures include weekly team group supervision; weekly individual supervision; 

monthly telephone consultations; and quarterly in person consultations with consultant. 

 What are the hidden issues (elephants in the room) that we're not dealing with? What are we 

avoiding? 

– There are two therapists on the team that do not like the current focus on being 

trauma informed and who see it as a trend that will pass.  

– There is no mechanism to do anything about those who are not fully on board because 

the staff are unionized and currently the supervisor is unwilling to take disciplinary 

action. 

– Staff may be hesitant to fully disclose to consultants that they are finding this 

challenging. 

 Who are relevant stakeholders?  What are their perspectives and what losses will they 

experience? 

– Agency therapists: All but two are committed to being trauma informed. They are 

skeptical and feel unprepared which diminishes own sense of personal competency.  

– Supervisor: Highly motivated - being trauma informed and having good assessment 

processes in place supports her ability to obtain additional resources, funding, etc. 

http://www.ncwwi.org/
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 What strategies have I/we tried and what happened? What have we been unwilling to try and 

for what reason? Are there ways to interpret this problem that we haven't discussed?  

Group discussion and planning have not worked.  Two interpretations - they don't want to 

and don't have to, or they don't have the skills or confidence to implement.  

 

ACTIVITY #4: Work Plan 

Review all 7 behaviors of Adaptive Leadership. How will you employ these to facilitate change? 

1. How will you get on the balcony? What is happening on the dance floor? 

– Look at all other assessments that are required.   

– Create a forum for all staff to review and discuss the content of the training and the 

barriers for adoption.   

– As the consultant, focus on listening so that all are heard (not problem solving, etc.).   

– Debrief with the team supervisor to ensure we have identified all of the barriers. 

2. What are some of the ways you need to be thinking politically while implementing your 

change initiative? 

Focus on creating allies! Have individual interactions with the two that are seen as 

leaders and are hesitant. It will be important to hear their concerns and perceptions about 

barriers and then identify what types of support and coaching will help move them along.  

It may be that they could take the lead at identifying short term alternatives or steps 

towards the goal. 

3. How can you be open to all voices? 

Do the same as above but focus specifically on the two that see the initiative as just a 

passing fad. It will be important to work to build rapport and assure that they feel safe 

being open with me. 

4. What are some of the ways you could regulate distress? 

– Coach the supervisor to be clear and firm about expectations, and responsive and 

supportive about concerns that are expressed.   

– Ask staff to try process with one case and then come back together to discuss how it 

went. 

5. In what arenas might you orchestrate conflict?  

– Focus on working through the conflicting views and feelings. 

– Encourage creativity and innovation.  

– Have them review the training content around administration and explore strategies 

together to work through their concerns. 
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6. What are ways you can involve others (i.e. give the work back to the people)? 

– Have the team of agency therapists share initial results with a peer so they start 

debriefing before the team meeting.  

– Provide support to the early adopters so that they feel empowered to talk about their 

positive experiences.   

7. How can you hold steady to manage other people’s distress? What are some ways to 

manage your distress? 

– Assure them that support is available and their supervisor can be involved during 

assessments.   

– Ensure supervisor is firm on expectations and that she provides support for all efforts 

regardless of the outcome.    

– Frame this as a learning experience that will take practice and experience to get right. 

– Assure team that there are technical supports for clients that have difficulties during 

the assessment.   
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